
                       
 
 
 
 
 
 

How does Stamp Manager work? 

 

Use Stamp-Manager, the only mobile stamp software and exchange platform! 

 

Your wide range of possibilities: 

• Scan your stamps and get background information immediately! 

• Create your own scrapbook! 

• Put your scrapbook up for sale! 

• Mark existing stamps from our catalog with “Search”, “Have” or “Offer”. 

• Create a wish list for your missing stamps! 

• SPECIAL: Submit price proposals for stamps yourself! 

• Rate the community price proposals with a thumbs up or down! 

• Exchange ideas with other Stamp fans! 

• Link to the stamp store: every stamp from our catalog can also be found on stamp.store.com 

at the same time. The place where you can buy thousands of stamps from our professional 

stamp dealers!  

➔ Simply click on “Stamp-Store” under the respective stamp and you will come to the website. 

You can automatically log into the Stamp-Store with your App-Userdates. Also your albums 

will be synchronized!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Start with filling your albums: 

Mark existing stamps from our catalog with the buttons search ,  offer  or have  to fill 

your albums, and you will always have your personal stamp album with you! As a PREMIUM 

MEMBER you can also add photos from your own private albums and offer them for exchange or 

purchase in the app! 

 

 

 

Catalog   

You can search for stamps in our constantly growing database in the catalog. In the "Search" field 

you can either enter the desired search term directly. In addition, you can use the "Filter" and "Sort" 

buttons to define your selection in more detail. 

In the PREMIUM FUNCTION you can use the symbol   to load your selection, up to 5000 stamps 

at a time, directly into one of your albums. Useful if, for example, you collect or search for entire 

years or countries! 

 

Scan & Match  

With the help of this feature, you can find out more information about your personal stamps using 

your mobile phone camera. CAUTION: Be sure to take a sharp, well-lit photo directly from above the 

stamp. The stamp should not appear warped, but rectangular. You now have two options: 

 

Auto Scan: Suitable for single stamps on a calm, one-color background 

Manual scan: Possibility to photograph several stamps and cut out the desired stamp. When you 

have marked the desired stamp, click on "Scan" or on "RESET" to take a new photo. 

In the PREMIUM FUNCTION, you have an unlimited number of scans at your disposal! 

 

 

 

 



                       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Our database: 

In 2021 alone, we added over 60 countries and over 400,000,000 stamps and are expanding them 

regularly. Nevertheless, it can happen that a region, a year, certain special stamps or own stamps are 

not available and therefore cannot be found. If you encounter this problem that the stamp cannot be 

found despite sufficient lighting and sharpness of your recording, please contact us at 

support@stamp-manager.com. We always strive to keep improving the results! 

 

 

My Albums  

You can find your albums here: 

“My stamps”: All stamps that you have marked with “I have” appear in a wonderful wayunder “See 

more”. In the PREMIUM FUNCTION you have the "Filter" button at the top right, with which you can 

sort and organize your album even better! 

 

"Offer list": All stamps appear here that you have marked with "Search". Other users will see that 

you are looking for this stamp and can write to you. 

“Wishlist”: Here you will find all stamps that have been marked with “Search”. Other users can see 

that you are looking for this stamp and offer it to you. 

As a PREMIUM FUNCTION you will find the button "Private Collection" at the top. Here you can add 

photos from your personal albums. 

 

Community  

Here is the place where you can view other users' private albums as well as find active users. 

You can browse through the private albums as well as view the search, have and offer albums of the 

respective user. 

If you are interested in an album or want to get to know other users, you can send messages to each 

other! 

Simply click on the username and “send message”. You will automatically receive a push notification 

when you receive a message or an answer and a red stamp appears on the community symbol. 
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Premium   

 

For just under $ 4.20 per month (annual subscription) you not only support 

the ongoing development and preservation of the postage stamp as a cultural 

asset, you unlock a multitude of unique options! 

 

• Upload your personal album and sell it! 

• Unlimited size of your albums! 

• Unlimited scan & match function. 

• Batch adding function: upload up to 5000 stamps at once! 

• Filter albums by country and year! 

• No advertising! 

 

 

Dear user, we hope we were able to give you a good overview of our app? 
Should you have any further questions or requests, we are at your disposal of 
course, personally at support@stamp-manager.com. 

 

Your Stamp Manager Team! 
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